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 Rare State of the Union Address
 

1. Adams, John Quincy: PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE. NATIONAL INTEL-
LIGENCER...EXTRA. TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1825. Washington: Na-
tional Intelligencer, 1825. Broadside, 23 x 19 inches. Several hundred lines of 
text printed in five-column format. Minor creasing, occasional foxing. Very good. 
Expertly matted, and protected with a mylar sheet.

 

Adams’ first State of the Union address.  Before becoming president, Adams was 
the chief architect of the Monroe Doctrine, and it is with joy that he states that 
a treaty of “Commerce and Navigation” has been entered into with the Colom-
bian Republic.  This treaty was the first between the United States and any Latin 
American government.  Among other interesting topics discussed are compensa-
tion rates for War of Independence veterans, the contribution of West Point to 
the militia, and the establishment of a uniform system of weights and measures.  
Adams attempts to prod Congress into establishing a national university on land 
bequeathed by Washington for that purpose.  Of particular note is Adams’ sum-
mation of the progress being made on the construction of a marble monument 
within the capital, under which Washington’s family had granted their consent 
to lay the first president’s remains.

 

This broadside printing was issued by the National Intelligencer, the newspaper of 
record in Washington.  It would later be printed in the newspaper.  An impres-
sive copy of a rare piece.
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 23021 (only the Huntington copy).  $2750.

It Happened in December

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM27806/john-quincy-adams/presidents-message-national-intelligencer-extra-tuesday-december-6-1825
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 A Major Early Arizona Promoter

2. [Arizona Mining]: Willing, George M.: [CONTEMPORARY COPY OF 
A MANUSCRIPT LETTER FROM GEORGE M. WILLING TO THE 
EDITOR OF THE UNITED STATES RAILROAD AND MINING REG-
ISTER, DESCRIBING EXPLORATIONS IN ARIZONA AND PROPOS-
ING A MINING COMPANY TO EXPLOIT THE GOLD AND SILVER 
OF THE REGION]. [Washington, D.C. (but copied in Philadelphia)]. 1863. 
6pp. manuscript on recto only of six folio sheets. With original mailing envelope. 
Horizontal folds. Very good.

An interesting pair of documents, being contemporary copies of an original 
manuscript on the potential of mining in Arizona, sent by George M. Willing 
to Thomas S. Fernon, editor of the United States Railroad and Mining Register.  
Willing’s letter was comprised of two parts, a description of “Dr. G.M. Willing’s 
Discoveries of Gold and Silver Mining in the New Territory of Arizona,” and a 
plan for forming a company to mine in the territory.  Having been unsuccessful 
during the Pike’s Peak Gold Rush a few years earlier, George Willing led a party 
of prospectors to Arizona in the early 1860s.  Willing would later become noto-
rious in Arizona history for his role in the frauds of James Reavis, the so-called 
“Baron of Arizona.”  Despite the tarnishing of his reputation in Reavis’ schemes, 
Willing did do significant work in searching for gold and silver in Arizona, as is 
documented by this report.  Fernon has attested at the conclusion that the pres-
ent document is an actual copy of Willing’s original report and proposal, made 
in December 1863, just a few months after Willing sent Fernon the originals.

The first three pages describe the location and qualities of several areas examined 
in Arizona, including in the San Juan Mountains, the “La Plata District,” and 
along the “Unka Weep River.”  The areas described are all ravines with nearby 
rivers, which would facilitate Wiling’s hydraulic mining plans.  Following the 
three pages describing the discoveries Willing appends a three-page “Proposed 
Plan of Operations” in which he spells out his plans for mining in Arizona.  He 
calls for $100,000 to pay the expenses of fifty men for two years, and argues that 
it will be cheaper and more efficient to outfit the company in California, rather 
than east of the Rockies.  Willing contends that Indians would not be a concern, 
and that “the company will have protection from the government troops on the 
whole route and in the occupancy of the country.”  He goes on to describe in 
detail his proposed hydraulic mining operations, comparing the potential of the 
region to that of the Quartz Hill mines in Colorado.

An early and interesting report on Arizona mining.  $2250.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM41907/arizona-mining-george-m-willing/contemporary-copy-of-a-manuscript-letter-from-george-m-willing-to-the-editor-of-the-united-states
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM41907/arizona-mining-george-m-willing/contemporary-copy-of-a-manuscript-letter-from-george-m-willing-to-the-editor-of-the-united-states


 A Report from One of the Great Railroad Tycoons of the 19th Century

3. Blair, John I.: STATEMENT OF THE AFFAIRS OF THE CEDAR RAPIDS 
AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD COMPANY, TO DECEMBER 25th, 
1865. Blairstown, N.J. 1865. 8pp. Stitched as issued. Minor foxing and soiling. Very 
good plus. Untrimmed and unopened. In a red half morocco slipcase, spine gilt.

Report by the president of the Cedar Rapids & Missouri River Railroad Company.  
John Blair was one of the most successful railroad investors of the 19th century; at 
one point he was on the board of over 100 railroads. Organized in 1860, this line 
was completed in 1867.  The railroad was initially chartered to run from Cedar 
Rapids to Council Bluffs, eventually becoming part of the First Transcontinental 
Railroad.  This report discusses stocks issued, profits made, and the leasing of 
the line.  Only five copies located in OCLC.  $500.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM48060/john-i-blair/statement-of-the-affairs-of-the-cedar-rapids-and-missouri-river-railroad-company-to-december-25th
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 Bolívar Outlines How His Dictatorship Will Work
 

4. Bolívar, Simón: SIMON BOLIVAR LIBERTADOR PRESIDENTE DE LA 
REPÙBLICA DE COLOMBIA etc. etc. etc. DEBIENDO ARREGLARSE 
EL RÉJIMEN POLITICO I ECONOMICO DE LA REPÙBLICA CON-
FORME À LAS BACES QUE CONTIENE EL TITULO 4o. DEL DECRETO 
ORGÀNICO DE 27 AGOSTO ULTIMO, OIDO DICTAMEN DEL CON-
SEJO DE ESTADO DECRETO...[first few lines of text]. Bojaca, Colombia. 
December 23, 1828. Broadsheet, 12¼ x 8¼ inches. Minor soiling. Near fine.

 

Simón Bolívar had long dreamed of uniting his new republics (which he had wrested 
by force from the Kingdom of Spain) by establishing a government modeled after 
that of the United States.  By 1826, however, Gran Colombia’s twelve departments 
were proving more and more difficult to govern.  In an effort to preserve his 
dream, he decided a more centralized form of government would be necessary.  A 
congress was convened in April 1828 in order to write a new constitution.  The 
convention nearly succeeded in implementing a federal-style government that 
would have greatly reduced Bolívar’s political power.  His supporters withdrew in 
protest, leaving the congress dead in the water.  In response, Bolívar proclaimed 
himself dictator through the Decree of Dictatorship on August 27, 1828, consid-
ering it a temporary measure.  Following his proclamation, Colombian Secretary 
of the Interior José Manuel Restrepo released the present decree.

 

The decree outlines the structure and function of the government as authorized 
by the August 27, 1828 Decree of Dictatorship, containing a total of twenty-two 
articles.  Article one states that the territories of the Republic will remain in 
the present jurisdictions and will retain their names; however, the government 
retains the right to combine two or more areas into a single jurisdiction.  The 
rest of the articles outline the appointment of prefects and their authorities of 
rule, including powers of legislation, command of police, and issuing of prison 
sentences and fines.  $4500.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM46477/simon-bolivar/simon-bolivar-libertador-presidente-de-la-republica-de-colombia-etc-etc-etc-debiendo-arreglarse
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 One Union General’s Gift to Another:
An Indictment of Sherman

 

5. Boynton, H.V.: SHERMAN’S HISTORICAL RAID. THE MEMOIRS IN THE LIGHT 
OF THE RECORD. A REVIEW BASED UPON COMPILATIONS FROM THE FILES 
OF THE WAR OFFICE. Cincinnati: Wilstach, Baldwin, & Co., 1875. [4],276,[4]pp. plus 
four-page facsimile of Sherman’s terms with Johnston. Original blue cloth, gilt, boards and 
spine tooled in blind and black, rebacked with original backstrip laid down. Moderate shelf 
wear. Interior a bit tanned with occasional very minor foxing. Contemporary presentation 
inscription on front free endpaper (see below). Very good.

 

An interesting indictment of Sherman’s cam-
paign in Georgia, gifted from one Union 
general to another.  The front flyleaf of 
this copy bears a contemporary presenta-
tion inscription “To Gen’l Joseph C. Jackson 
with compliments of F. Sigel”, dated at New 
York, December 15th, [18]75.  Franz Sigel 
was a German military commander who led 
revolutionary forces in the 1848 Revolution, 
leaving for the United States after its eventual 
failure.  He was commissioned colonel of the 
3rd Missouri Infantry after the start of the 
Civil War, and was promoted by Lincoln to 
Brigadier General in 1861 (and eventually to Major General in 1862) as part of a move to 
actively garner support from antislavery, pro-Union foreigners.  Sigel saw little success on 
the battlefield in his many campaigns, but remained an important figure in the Union army 
due to his ability to recruit German immigrants to the cause.  The recipient, Joseph Cooke 
Jackson, was a graduate of Yale Law School and practiced in New York City before the Civil 
War.  He entered the Union army by volunteering as an Aide-de-Camp, and was attached 
to Brigadier General Philip Kearny throughout the Peninsular Campaign and until Kearny’s 
death at Chantilly, during which period he likely encountered Sigel as both were involved 
in the Second Battle of Bull Run.  Jackson left field duty in 1862 and was appointed as a 
Commissioner of United States Navy credits, where he was highly successful in supplying 
naval enlistments from New Jersey.  His success in his various duties led to his breveting as 
Brigadier General in 1865 for “faithful and meritorious services in the field.”  Also laid in is 
an empty envelope addressed to Jackson.

 

In his preface, Boynton introduces his purpose as “to show wherein the Memoirs of General 
Sherman fall short of presenting the correct history of many great events of which they treat; 
how much they lack of giving a complete account of incidents which they relate...and to pro-
vide the future historian with facts which will guard him against perpetuating the error and 
injustice which pervade both volumes of the work.”  Boynton was Washington Correspondent 
for the Cincinnati Gazette, and based this sometimes scathing analysis of Sherman’s memoirs 
on the official documents of the War Department which at times directly contradict Sherman’s 
version of events.  “A hard-hitting, sometimes convincing attack on Sherman, his Savannah 
campaign, and his memoirs” – Nevins.
NEVINS I, p. 24.                                                                                              $650.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM57048/h-v-boynton/shermans-historical-raid-the-memoirs-in-the-light-of-the-record-a-review-based-upon-compilations
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 Impressive Clipper Ship Card

6. [California Clipper Ship Handbill]: EXTRA NOTICE. FOR SAN FRAN-
CISCO. ONLY 35 CTS. PER CUBIC FOOT ON THE FASTEST SHIP IN 
THE WORLD. THE CLIPPER SHIP ANDREW JACKSON.... New York: 
Nesbitt and Co., [1861]. Illustrated handbill, 6¼ x 9½ inches (sight), printed in 
red, blue, and black. In fine condition. Matted and framed.

A rare and attractive handbill advertising the services of the Andrew Jackson, a 
clipper ship bound for San Francisco in late 1861.  This is a large handbill, much 
larger than the typical clipper ship card, and has a wonderful image of Andrew 
Jackson astride his horse, with the American flag behind.  The illustration of 
Jackson was drawn by George F. Nesbitt, who also printed this handbill.

The Andrew Jackson was a 1679 ton medium clipper, built in Mystic in 1855.  
She was a fast sailer, but contrary to what the handbill would imply, she didn’t 
set any records on any of her passages.  At the time of the voyage advertised here 
(December 16, 1861), she was helmed by a Captain Johnson.  It is interesting that 
this voyage to California was scheduled at a time when naval action in the Civil 
War was ramping up: the USS Constitution arrived at Ship Island at the mouth of 
the Mississippi River carrying the 26th Massachusetts Regiment to New Orleans; 
Great Britain began its embargo on U.S. exports; and the naval blockade of the 
Confederate coast was beginning to show results.  Despite the turmoil of the war, 
the handbill states that the ship would depart “by Christmas day, but certainly 
on or before the 1st of January.”  The clipper ship Andrew Jackson was sold to 
the British in 1863 and was lost in the Gaspar Straits in 1868.  A rare survival.
 $3750.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM55613/california-clipper-ship-handbill/extra-notice-for-san-francisco-only-35-cts-per-cubic-foot-on-the-fastest-ship-in-the-world-the-clipper
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM55613/california-clipper-ship-handbill/extra-notice-for-san-francisco-only-35-cts-per-cubic-foot-on-the-fastest-ship-in-the-world-the-clipper


 A Scottish View of the American Revolution

7. Campbell, George: THE NATURE, EXTENT, AND IMPORTANCE, OF 
THE DUTY OF ALLEGIANCE: A SERMON, PREACHED AT ABERDEEN, 
DECEMBER 12, 1776, BEING THE FAST DAY APPOINTED BY THE 
KING, ON ACCOUNT OF THE REBELLION IN AMERICA. Aberdeen: 
Printed by J. Chalmers and Co., 1778. [2],74pp. Half title. 20th-century plain 
wrappers. Minor foxing and toning. Very good.

“The second edition, with notes and illustrations” following the first of the previ-
ous year, also printed in Aberdeen.  Campbell, of Aberdeen, a Church of Scotland 
minister, argues that the rebellion in America is both contrary to scripture and 
unreasonable, but that the misguided Americans must be allowed the freedom to 
discover the errors of republicanism.  “The general tenor of this sermon may be 
gathered from the relish with which he quotes from Burke’s speech of March 22, 
1775, describing North Americans as a ‘proud, fierce, jealous, restive, intractable, 
suspicious, litigious and chicaning race of pettifoggers’” – Lathrop Harper.  A 
scarce Scottish tract on the Revolution.
AMERICAN CONTROVERSY 77-23b. LATHROP HARPER 201:79. ESTC 
T39691. SABIN 10217.  $2000.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM53185/george-campbell/the-nature-extent-and-importance-of-the-duty-of-allegiance-a-sermon-preached-at-aberdeen-december
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 With Allusions and Direct References to the Civil War

8. [Carrier’s Address]: [Civil War]: CARRIER’S ADDRESS TO THE PA-
TRONS OF THE DEMOCRAT AND REFLECTOR. JANUARY 1, 1864.
[N.p., but likely Schenectady, N.Y. December 1863]. Letterpress broadside, 15 x 
10 inches, text surrounded by ornamental border. Old folds, four short horizontal 
closed tears to right edge, expertly repaired on verso. Light penciled parentheses 
marks around final stanza. Very good.

A rare example of a Civil War-era carrier’s address produced by the printer’s ap-
prentice of the “Democrat and Reflector.”  This is very likely a reference to the 
Schenectady Democrat and Reflector, which ran from 1860 to 1867 in that city.  For 
over 200 years, carrier’s addresses were printed by the apprentices (or “printer’s 
devil”) at printing shops around the world, and handed out on New Year’s Day by 
carriers of newspapers in an attempt to solicit tips and gifts from loyal patrons.  
This extra income was an important supplement for apprentices, who often worked 
unpaid positions just to gain experience.

 

The present example prints a long poem divided into the four seasons, with a 
“Finale” added after the winter stanza.  The author of the poem begins, “I sing 
of the old year past” and follows with a long poem beginning in the spring, as its 
“Mild southern gales breathe on the earth” and “notes of joy fill earth and sky.”  
The summer “offers her fruits and flowers.”  In the autumn, “Bleak tempests gather 
in the north.”  And winter arrives “bleak and dreary” though there is mention of 
“The Christmas Carol – St. Nicholas too.”

 

Lastly, in the “Finale,” the author includes an entire stanza on the current Civil 
War, which begins: “’Grim visaged war,’ yet rules our land, And calls from quiet 
homes, full many a band Of heroes. – And Industry with might and skill, To 
maim and splinter, wound and kill, Makes wondrous cannon, projectiles vast; 
From ‘Swamps’ a fiery ‘Angel’ cast To shell with Grecian fires the spot Where 
rank Secession was begot.”

 

The address concludes with a call to “Support the printer and the Carrier, too” 
as “The Carrier dofts his beaver, and wishes all, A Happy New Year – on his 
annual call.”

 

No copies of this address appear in OCLC.  $650.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM56092/carriers-address-civil-war/carriers-address-to-the-patrons-of-the-democrat-and-reflector-january-1-1864
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 The South’s Great Illustrated Newspaper of the Civil War

9. [Civil War]: [Southern Illustrated News]: THE SOUTHERN ILLUSTRATED 
NEWS. Richmond: Ayres & Wade, 1862-1864. Forty-four issues (of 110), most 
8pp. each. Folio. Old fold lines and light wear. Separations along gutter vertical 
folds. Some light tanning and soiling, scattered foxing and wear. Some issues 
lightly dampstained. Many issues trimmed at gutter margin creating loose sheets. 
Still very good, overall.

The Southern Illustrated News was the Civil War South’s answer to northern 
publications such as Harper’s Weekly.  A pictorial paper, it printed portraits and 
biographies of important military leaders, political cartoons mocking President 
Lincoln and other northern figures, as well as literary tidbits.  The paper ran from 
Sept. 13, 1862 to Feb. 4, 1865 and was published weekly.  Through 1863 issues 
were eight pages in length, but into 1864, issues were more often four pages or 
sometimes skipped entirely and only published every other week.

The quality of the publication and its illustration were rather crude by comparison 
with the North’s offerings.  The publishers advertised several times for expert 
engravers, but never seem to have found any to take up the job.  Nevertheless, each 
issue contains cartoons and portraits of famous generals and officers, along with 

literary works, a few advertisements, theatre 
and literature critiques, and the news of 
the day (though often several days behind). 
The back page of each issue advertises 
literary works now available or recently off 
the press, maps of the war, and different 
plays and shows coming up.  One cartoon 
shows a downcast President Lincoln as 
Julius Caesar with a black Brutus; another 
shows the pleasant conditions for Union 
soldiers at Belle Isle Confederate Prison 
as opposed to the isolation and unhappi-
ness of Confederate soldiers imprisoned 
in Ohio.  Still a further illustration shows 
a dead man sprawled across a coffin cap-
tioned: “The Fate of a Deserter.”  The 
News not surprisingly published with a 
pro-southern bias, even to the point of 
declaring the Battle of Gettysburg to be 
a great Confederate victory.

 

Publication only became more difficult 
as the months passed.  Legend has it that 
in 1864 several issues were printed with 
shoe polish rather than proper printing 
ink due to shortages (not borne out by an 
examination of existing copies).  Paper was 

also in short supply, resulting in shortened or skipped issues.  By 1865, with the 
Union Army occupying major southern cities and marching further into the heart 
of the Confederacy, the paper’s circulation plummeted and distribution outside 
of Richmond became next to impossible. Richmond fell to the Union on April 2, 
1865, which is when the periodical effectively ceased.

This excellent run consists of issues spanning from Sept. 20, 1862 (No. 1:6) 
through March 5, 1864 (No. 3:9).  The News published forty-two issues in its 
first volume (Sept. 13, 1862 to June 27, 1863), twenty-five in its second volume 
(June 27, 1863 to Dec. 26, 1863), and thirty-eight issues in its third (Jan. 2, 1864 
to Dec. 24, 1864).  There is some confusion about how many issues appeared in 
1865.  Some sources record the paper running until September 1865, though that 
is almost certainly wrong; others say the end of March.  The Library of Congress 
website devoted to historical newspapers, “Chronicling America,” indicates an 
end date of Sept. 3, 1865 but gives the final issue as Volume 4, issue 5, which 
was published on Feb. 4, 1865.  Emory University holds a 4:5 dated Feb. 4, 1865, 
the latest we can find listed anywhere, and thus probably the actual end of the 
publication.  Assuming this is correct, the present run contains forty-four of one 
hundred ten issues.

Issues are rare, and representative runs even more so.  A wonderful resource for 
Civil War history.  $23,500.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54026/civil-war-southern-illustrated-news/the-southern-illustrated-news
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 Rare Early Indian Affairs Report on the Muscogee Tribe

10. [Creek Indians]: No. I. OF DOCUMENTS ACCOMPANYING THE 
PRESIDENT’S COMMUNICATIONS TO CONGRESS, THE 8th DAY 
OF DECEMBER, 1801. LETTER FROM THE PRINCIPAL AGENT FOR 
INDIAN AFFAIRS, SOUTH OF THE OHIO. [Washington. 1801]. 11pp. 
Original printed self-wrappers, stitched. Light foxing on outer leaves, else fine. 
Unopened and untrimmed.

A letter from Benjamin Hawkins, principal agent for Native Americans south of 
the Ohio River, discussing the Creek (or Muscogee) tribe.  He describes meet-
ing with them, stock-raising and agriculture among them, their production of 
cotton weaving and nut oil, the difficulties of depredations on whites committed 
by hunting parties, trade with the United States, and expenditures of the agency 
(including $12.50 per head paid the Creeks for the return of runaway slaves).  A 
most important document, quite rare, as are most documents of this period other 
than session laws.
SHAW & SHOEMAKER 1476.  $700.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM38599/creek-indians/no-i-of-documents-accompanying-the-presidents-communications-to-congress-the-8th-day-of-december
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 An English Preacher Stands with America

11. Gordon, William: A DISCOURSE PREACHED DECEMBER 15, 1774. 
BEING THE DAY RECOMMENDED BY THE PROVINCIAL CONGRESS; 
AND AFTERWARDS AT THE BOSTON LECTURE. London. 1775. [4],36pp. 
Half title. Modern fabrikoid, spine gilt. Contemporary ink ownership signature 
and small ink stain on first leaf, minor foxing. Very good. Untrimmed.

A fiery sermon on the “distressing and alarming” state of affairs in the American 
colonies, by William Gordon, pastor of the Third Church in Roxbury, Massachu-
setts.  Gordon blasts the Crown and Parliament of Great Britain:

“The late venal Parliament, in compliance with the directions of administration, 
have, under the false colour of regulating the government of the colony, muti-
lated its charter, and conveyed dangerous powers to individuals, for the enforc-
ing and maintaining those encroachments, that they have ventured, in defiance 
of common equity, to make upon the rights of a free people....The operation of 
the late unconstitutional acts of the British Parliament, would not only deprive 
the colony of individual privileges, but introduce a train of evils, little expected 
by the generality, and give the British ministry such an ascendancy in all public 
affairs, as would be to the last degree dangerous.”

The half title reads: “Religious and Civil Liberty, a Thanksgiving Discourse.”  
Reprinted in the same year from the first Boston edition, which includes a warn-
ing to the colonies to be prepared for an attack, a leaf not issued in this edition.  
“William Gordon, the rash and unrestrained clergyman of the Third Church in 
Roxbury, attacked England and the Loyalists, whom he called ‘the partisans of 
slavery’” (Nebenzahl).  Scarce, with only sixteen copies worldwide per ESTC.
AMERICAN CONTROVERSY 75-55b. AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE 167c. 
SABIN 28005. NEBENZAHL 9:95. ESTC T53922.  $850.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM51168/william-gordon/a-discourse-preached-december-15-1774-being-the-day-recommended-by-the-provincial-congress-and
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 Second Edition of the Famed Hamilton “Manufactures Report”

12. Hamilton, Alexander: REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 
OF THE UNITED STATES, ON THE SUBJECT OF MANUFACTURES. 
PRESENTED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, DECEMBER 
5, 1791. Dublin: Re-Printed by P. Byrne, 1792. 88pp. Modern three-quarter calf 
and marbled boards, spine gilt, leather label. Slight age toning and soiling. Final 
leaf with some soiling and wear, minutely affecting text. Overall, very good.

The scarce Dublin edition, and second edition overall, which preceded the Lon-
don edition by one year, of “one of the great American state papers, ‘the Magna 
Carta of industrial America’” (Howes).  In this report Hamilton first set down in 
a formal way the economic principles by which he expected to see the new na-
tion expand its manufacturing base.  He compiled his report with the objective of 
encouraging American industry to compete with European imports and free the 
country from its dependence on foreign goods.  “As the successive reports of the 
Secretary were studied, the scale of his ideas gradually became evident.  He was 
not merely planning a fiscal system, but doing it in such a way as to strengthen 
the central government and develop the resources of the country, to stimulate 
trade and capitalistic enterprises, and to bring about a more symmetrical balance 
between agriculture and industry” – DAB.  Hamilton’s report can now be seen as 
the genesis of American manufacturing might.  At the time, it was the only one 
of his major reports which failed to get a favorable reception from the House of 
Representatives, to whom it was submitted.

Thomas Atwood Digges was responsible for publishing this edition.  Digges wrote 
to Hamilton on April 6, 1792:

“It was with much pleasure & attention I very lately read Your Report to Congress 
on the Subject of Manufactures, which I found published in the New York Papers 
in Numbers compleated to the end.  In this quarter American Books are very rarely 
to be met, & when sent as presents, little read & not attended to.  This induc’d 
me to take the liberty with your book of having it republished at my Expence 1000 
Copys price 1/ – by Byrne Book sellers in Dublin in order to distribute it with 
ease, & for disseminating its information among many Manufactoring Societys 
here as well as in England, (where I will take 3 or 400 Copys in a few days) and 
by so getting it read, induce artists to move towards a Country so likely to very 
soon give them ample employ & domestic ease.”

Digges was an interesting character and active American patriot during and 
after the Revolution, though there is some conjecture that Digges was a double 
agent acting for the British during this time.  He was the scion of a prominent 
Maryland family, but also a kleptomaniac and a generally dishonest figure whose 
vehement detractors included Benjamin Franklin, who had good reason to believe 
that Digges had embezzled funds intended for American prisoners in England.  In 
fact, it seems that almost everyone distrusted Digges except his neighbor across 
the Potomac, George Washington, who defended Digges as a patriot who “has 
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not only been friendly, but I might add zealous” in his efforts for the American 
side during the Revolution.  In any case, Digges was engaged in industrial piracy 
and espionage for the Americans in Ireland when Hamilton’s report came to 
prominence, and he reprinted the famous Hamilton tract to encourage artisans 
to emigrate to the United States to further enhance the American economy.  This 
edition ends with a brief “Note from the Editor” describing the incorporation of 
the National Manufacturing Society near Newark.  This report was first printed 
in a folio format in Philadelphia in 1791.
SABIN 29978. FORD 202. HOWES H123. HENDRICKSON, HAMILTON II, 
pp.90-95. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED 38 (ref).  $15,000.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.
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 The Hartford Convention: The North Threatens Secession

13. [Hartford Convention]: CONNECTICUT COURANT, EXTRA. JANUARY 
6, 1815. THE PROCEEDINGS OF A CONVENTION OF DELEGATES 
FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS, CONNECTICUT, AND 
RHODE-ISLAND; THE COUNTIES OF CHESHIRE AND GRAFTON IN 
THE STATE OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE; AND THE COUNTY OF WIND-
HAM, IN THE STATE OF VERMONT [caption title]. Hartford. January 6, 
1815. [3]pp. Folio. Previously folded. Some wear and minor loss along old folds, 
with a few tissue repairs, slightly affecting text. Four-inch tear from upper fore-
edge of second leaf. Light dust soiling and foxing. Good. Untrimmed.

 

A rare report of the proceedings and resolutions of the Hartford Convention, to-
gether with a number of tables containing relevant statistical evidence, printed by 
a local Hartford newspaper, the Connecticut Courant.  The Convention comprised 
a series of secret meetings held by New England Federalists in December 1814 
to discuss their common grievances against the federal government, to demand 
several constitutional amendments to redress what they considered to be an imbal-
ance of power among regions, and for some delegates to call for secession.  As the 
convention formally ended on January 5, 1815, this supplement to the Courant, 
published the following day on January 6, is undoubtedly the earliest printed 
account of the completed proceedings.  Only one copy located by OCLC, at the 
Connecticut History Society.  $2250.
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 New York Protests the Boston Port Act
 

14. [Intolerable Acts]: NEW-YORK. THE FOLLOWING DIALOGUE 
BEING CONCEIVED, IN SOME MEASURE, CALCULATED TO AD-
VANCE THE CAUSE OF FREEDOM, IN THE PRESENT CRITICAL 
SITUATION OF AFFAIRS, IS FOR THAT PURPOSE PRESENTED 
TO THE PUBLIC [caption title]. [New York: Printed by John Holt, May 
20, 1774]. Broadsheet, approximately 12½ x 8 inches, printed in two columns. 
Lightly silked. Inscribed in later ink in lower margin of p.[2]: “Printed by John 
Holt.” Very good. In a half brown morocco and cloth folding case, spine gilt.

 

A protest of the Boston Port Act, passed by Parliament on March 31, 1774.  
The act, designed to punish Boston for the Tea Party, ordered the port of 
Boston closed until the inhabitants reimbursed the East India Company and 
King’s treasury for the tea destroyed and customs duty lost on December 16, 
1773.  “Because Boston alone was punished, Lord North believed the colonies 
would not ‘take fire.’  It was a costly mistake: the cry was raised in America 
that the Port Act was merely a prelude to a ‘Massacre of American Liberty’; 
the colonies rallied to Boston’s aid; and the Continental Congress was called 
to concert opposition to the mother country” – DAH.  The present copy is 
apparently a variant of the broadsheet recorded by Evans, in which “Affairs” is 
spelled “Affaires.”  Evans ascribes printing to the press of John Holt.  ESTC 
locates only three copies, at the Massachusetts Historical Society, John Carter 
Brown Library, and New-York Historical Society.  Rare.
EVANS 13489. ESTC W24574. DAH I, p.224.  $17,500.
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 Thomas Jefferson Writes the Marquis de Chastellux,
Discussing His Book About His American Travels

 

15. Jefferson, Thomas: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM THOMAS 
JEFFERSON TO FRANÇOIS-JEAN DE CHASTELLUX, PRAISING HIM 
FOR HIS PUBLISHED ACCOUNTS OF HIS TRAVELS IN THE UNIT-
ED STATES, AND SUGGESTING TEXT EDITS TO CHASTELLUX’S 
AMERICAN TRAVEL ACCOUNTS]. Paris. December 24, 1784. [3]pp. with 
integral address leaf addressed in Jefferson’s hand. Original mailing folds, a few 
minor marginal tears, including minor marginal paper loss from opening of the 
wax seal, repaired. Blind stamp of the Chastellux Archives in upper margin of 
first leaf. Very good. Wax seal still present. In a half morocco box.

 

An outstanding letter from Thomas Jefferson to Chastellux, praising the author 
for “The most flattering account of America that had ever been written.”  Jef-
ferson was living in Paris at the time, succeeding Benjamin Franklin as minister 
to France.  His main task was the negotiation of trade agreements with France 
for the Congress of the Confederation.  Chastellux served as a Major General in 
the French army under Rochambeau, and travelled widely in America from 1780 
to 1783.  Howes calls the narrative of Chastellux’s time in America, which he 
eventually published in its complete form in 1786, “The first trustworthy record of 
life in the United States.”  After the war, he remained in friendly communication 
with many vital figures of the Revolution and the early United States, including 
Jefferson and George Washington.  As Jefferson writes this letter to him, Chas-
tellux is again living in Paris, at the Hotel Quai d’Orsay.

 

The thrust of Jefferson’s letter is a tactful confrontation of the troublesome nature 
of certain passages in Chastellux’s privately printed Voyage...de Newport a Philadelphie:

 

“When I was in Philadelphia in the winter of 1782-1783 a gentleman [probably 
James Madison]...told me with much concern that you had written a book of 
journals & had a few copies printed, which had not only given great offence, but 
had very much lessened the public opinion of your talents.  I think I need not tell 
you how deeply I felt this.  He repeated to me perhaps half a dozen passages from 
your...Voiage de Newport á Philadelphie, and contained strictures on some of the 
ladies whom you had seen....  The circumstances noted, the not intending they 
should be public, the conversations I had with you at Monticello...furnished me 
just ground enough to make my friend suppose that the passages...must not undo 
the public opinion of you.  I heard much afterwards of these same passages....A 
twelvemonth after this...in the last winter 1783-1784 Mr. Marbois shewed me 
the book itself.  I never was so astonished.  I found it the most flattering account 
of America that had ever been written.  I found indeed the passages which had 
been quoted; & what was remarkable was that there were in the whole book but 
about eight of these which could give offence to any body, and that the malice 
and curiosity of the world had immediately fished out these from those who were 
possessed of the book...knew not one word else of what was in it, but formed a 
general opinion that the whole was...a collection of personal strictures and satyre.”
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Jefferson helpfully suggests outright removal of certain portions of text in Chas-
tellux’s work that will smooth over some of the perceived slights of America, 
especially the passages containing unflattering observations on American women, 
and then proposes translating the work for exposure to American readers:

“I observed to Monsr. Marbois that it was much to be wished that you would let 
us strike out these passages, and translate and publish the work.  He thought with 
me that it would be very pleasing to the Americans and valuable to yourself....
He said he would write to you on the subject...but my appointment to come here 
prevented my doing it.  I do not know that you have any occasion to set any value 
on the opinions of my countrymen.  But you must allow myself to do it....It is 
irksome to us to have your worth mistaken; and it is much our wish to set it in its 
just point of view.  This would be done effectually by translating and publishing 
the book, having first struck out the passages which gave offence and which were 
of the least importance of any in it.  A preface might admit the former existence 
of such passages, justify their insertion in what was intended for the eye of a 
dozen friends only, & equally justify their omission when the work is offered to 
the public.  Perhaps you would permit to be added a translation of your letter to 

Mr. [Madison] on the probable influence of the revolution on our manners and 
laws, a work which I have read with great pleasure and wish it could be given to 
my countrymen.  Be so good as to reflect on these things and let them be the 
subject of our next conversation....”

When Chastellux published the full edition of his travels in 1786 as Voyage de 
M. le Marquis de Chastellux dans l’Amérique Septentrionale dans les Années 1780, 
1781 & 1782, at Jefferson’s suggestion the author greatly softened the tone of 
(or deleted) the offending passages, most of which concerned his observations 
of women, including a passage describing Philip Schuyler’s wife, Catherine Van 
Rensselaer.  Chastellux’s account of his travels in America, considered his most 
popular and enduring work, is prized among historians for his observations of 
American society and culture at the close of the American Revolution.

An important correspondence from a leading Founding Father to the most promi-
nent foreign traveller in Revolutionary America.
PAPERS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 7, pp.580-582. FOUNDERS ONLINE, 
“From Thomas Jefferson to Chastellux, 24 December 1784.” http://founders.
archives.gov/documents/Jefferson/01-07-02-0425.  $120,000.
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 President Jefferson Sends the British Ambassador
Some Pecan Nuts to Plant in England

 

16. Jefferson, Thomas: [AUTOGRAPH NOTE FROM PRESIDENT THOMAS 
JEFFERSON TO AMBASSADOR DAVID ERSKINE CONVEYING SOME 
PECANS]. [N.p., but Washington]. December 1, 1807. [1]p., on a single quarto 
sheet. Old folds. Neat separation at center horizontal fold and small tears in 
edges expertly mended. Backed with thin Japanese paper. Minor soiling. Good.

 

An interesting letter from President Thomas Jefferson to British Ambassador 
David Erskine, sending him a gift of pecan nuts and a book.  The nuts were 
to be sent to Erskine’s father, Lord Thomas Erskine, then Lord Chancellor of 
England.  Jefferson writes:

 

“Th. Jefferson presents his respects to Mr. Erskine and begs leave through him to 
present a bag of Paccan nuts (Juglans Paccan) for the acceptance of Lord Erskine 
& as a mark of his respect for him.  They are of this year’s crop & will probably 
vegetate if planted before the spring; and the sooner the better, they may perhaps 
be a year in the ground.  They bear our climate to the northward of this where 
the degree of cold is much greater than in the middle parts of England.  The 
richer the soil they are planted in, the more thrifty will they be.  He sends also 
Mde. de Stael’s Corinne for the perusal of Mr. Erskine & Mr. Foster.”

 

The note has been docketed: “From the President Jefferson of the U.S. of America.”
 

David Erskine served as the British Ambassador to the United States from 1807 
to 1809.  He had lived in the United States for some time after graduating from 
Cambridge, and was married to an American.  Both he and his father tended to 
be pro-American in their views.  After the fall of the “Ministry of All Talents,” 
which turned his father out of office, David Erskine was fired as Ambassador by 
the new Foreign Secretary, Canning, who thought Erskine had gone too far in 
his offers to compromise over the Chesapeake-Leopard affair.  This gift certainly 
illustrates his friendly relationship with Jefferson.

 

The development of varied plantings of trees and plants from around the world 
was a passion of many British aristocrats from the early 18th century.  Jefferson’s 
gift, highlighting his own passion for plantings, was also a canny way of reaching 
out to those in power in England, using an American product, in a way which 
could not be construed as a political gaffe.  $19,000.
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 From a Confederate General’s Pre-War Service

17. [Jones, William E.]: RETURN OF CAMP AND GARRISON EQUI-
PAGE RECEIVED AND ISSUED IN THE FIELD BY LIEUT. WILLIAM 
E. JONES...DURING THE QUARTER ENDING THE 31st DAY OF DE-
CEMBER, 1853 [manuscript caption title]. Fort Ewell, Tx. 1853. Single sheet, 
10 x 15¾ inches. Old fold lines. Some minor paper discoloration. Very good.

Manuscript form detailing the return of survey equipment, namely tents, due to 
wear.  “I certify that the three wall tents, flies, & poles were entirely worn out & 

necessarily expended in & for protecting public property,” signed by W.E. Jones 
at Fort Ewell, Texas on December 31, 1853.  William E. “Grumble” Jones (1824-
1864) was commissioned a brevet second lieutenant in the U.S. Mounted Rifles, 
serving with the cavalry fighting Indians in the west.  In 1857, he resigned his 
commission to become a farmer; he later re-entered active military duty, however, 
serving as a Brigadier General in the Confederate Army.  He was killed at the 
Battle of Piedmont on June 5, 1864.  This is a nice piece of manuscript material 
from his time on the frontier, signed by him in two places.  $600.
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 Rules for the Mexican National Guard, Just as the French Invade

18. [Mexico]: SECRETARIA DEL DESPACHO DEL GOBIERNO DE 
OAXACA...DECRETO MUM. [sic] 22. REGLAMENTO DE GUARDIA 
NACIONAL [drop title]. [Oaxaca. December 17, 1861]. 10pp. Later plain white 
wrappers. Minor foxing, a few small wormholes in text just touching some letters, 
one wormhole in lower margin not affecting text. Overall very good.

An unrecorded Mexican imprint containing the rules for the Mexican National 
Guard, issued the same day that the European Tripartite Alliance seized Veracruz 
at the beginning of the Second French Intervention of Mexico.  The regulations 
were printed in Veracruz’s neighboring state of Oaxaca, which saw its own share of 
military action between Mexico and France during the intervention period between 
1861 and 1866.  The rules for the Mexican National Guard are organized in nine 
sections, including general precautions, the divisions of the guards, regulations for 
guard duty, organization of the guard, the mission of the guard, and more.  The 
organization of the guard is generally divided into infantry, cavalry, and artillery.

In the early 1860s, Mexico owed large sums of money to French, British, and 
Spanish creditors.  Debt payments were suspended by Mexican President Benito 
Juárez in the summer of 1861, and this move did not sit well with the country’s 
European debt holders.  This resulted in a Tripartite Alliance between France, 
Great Britain, and Spain to recover their money, and a naval operation by all three 
nations was organized.  Shortly after arriving in Mexico, Great Britain and Spain 
withdrew from the alliance after discovering France’s true, imperialistic motive 
– to establish a French regime in Mexico.  The result was the Second French 
Intervention of Mexico, a series of battles and political clashes between Mexico 
and France that would range across the country until 1866.  The United States, 
by then entangled in the Civil War, was none too happy about this European 
interference just south of its border and threatened war against France if they 
did not withdraw.  Ultimately, the French-installed Emperor Maximilian would 
reign from 1864 until his execution in 1867.

We could locate no other copies of the present pamphlet in OCLC or the 
trade.  $1500.
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 First Newspaper Printing of the Monroe Doctrine
 

19. [Monroe, James]: NATIONAL INTELLIGENCER. PRESIDENT’S 
MESSAGE.... Washington. December 4, 1823. 4pp. in National Intelligencer Vol. 
24, No. 3526. Folio. Dbd. Old folds and some light wrinkling. Very good.

 

The second printing and first newspaper appearance of one of the most important 
foreign policy statements of the United States government.  In this message to 
Congress, Monroe asserts that the Americas cannot be the subject of colonization 
by European powers, and that any European intervention in the Americas will 
be considered a “manifestation of an unfriendly disposition towards the United 
States.”  Monroe delivered the Doctrine in his State of the Union message on 
December 2, 1823, and it was first printed as a National Intelligencer Extra the 
same day.  We are aware of only four copies of that printing, the Streeter copy 
(his sale, lot 1734, $3500 in 1967), now in the Scheide Library; a copy in the 
Gilder-Lehrman Collection; and two other copies, whereabouts unknown.  This 
is the second printing, in a regular issue of the National Intelligencer for December 
4.  This printing seems to be from the same setting of type, with a slight rear-
rangement of the columns.  It appears on page 4 of the issue and is suitable for 
broadside display.
STREETER SALE 1734 (ref). GROLIER AMERICAN 100, 33.  $3500.
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 Monroe’s State of the Union, a Year After the Monroe Doctrine
 

20. Monroe, James: PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE. NATIONAL INTELLI-
GENCER----EXTRA. Washington. December 7, 1824. Broadside, 23½ x 19 
inches. Folded horizontally, with several old vertical folds. Slight wear and a few 
separations along folds; one chip at head, not affecting text. A couple patches of 
light staining. Very good.

 

The rare first printing of James Monroe’s final State of the Union address, the 
year after his famous delivery of the Monroe Doctrine.  In his remarks Monroe 
calls for the final and permanent removal of Native Americans to the West, be-
lieving conflicts with the southern Indians to be unavoidable, and therefore their 
destruction inevitable without the enforcement of such a policy.  “In their present 
state it is impossible to incorporate them in such masses, into any form whatever, 
into our system.”  He also restates the importance of the tenets of the Monroe 
Doctrine, while attempting to make clear his desire for “peaceful relations” with 
the European powers.

 

Not in American Imprints, and with copies recorded by OCLC only at the British 
Library, New-York Historical Society, and New Jersey Historical Society.
  $5000.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54277/james-monroe/presidents-message-national-intelligencer-extra
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54277/james-monroe/presidents-message-national-intelligencer-extra


 Unrecorded Early New York Land Broadside
 

21. [New York State Broadside]: FOR SALE, 3 FARMS IN THE TOWN 
OF FRANKFORT, AND COUNTY OF HERKIMER...[caption title]. [Utica, 
N.Y.?] December 18, 1815. Broadside, 10¾ x 7¾ inches. Early folds. Contemporary 
ink and pencil inscriptions on verso, partially lost to trimming. Head of verso 
affixed by sealing wax to leaf of 19th-century ruled paper bearing 19th-century 
descriptive inscription. Light foxing, minor ink stains. A good copy.

 

An unrecorded early 19th-century New York State broadside advertising for sale 
five farms near Utica and a fifty-acre lot in Deerfield:

 

“FOR SALE, 3 FARMS, In the Town of Frankfort, and County of Herkimer, 
About six miles from the village of Utica, and within one of Littlejohn’s Furnace, 
all under improvement, and well wooded.  One of them has on it a never failing 
stream of water, calculated for the purposes of saw or grist mills, &c.  In the same 
neighborhood, an excellent, well-timbered LOT.  ALSO – AN IMPROVED FARM, 
within three miles of the village of Utica, with a Frame-house on it, lately occupied 
by Neil M’Coy.  All of the above Farms containing upwards of one hundred acres 
each.  ALSO – FOR SALE, THE HOUSE and FARM, lately occupied by Isaac 
Smith, half way between Utica and Herkimer, containing ninety three acres.  A 
situation well calculated for a Tavern or Store....TO BE SOLD, ALSO, 50 acres 
of Lot No. 3, In Deerfield, Oneida County....For further particulars, apply to 
Mr. ISAAC BRAYTON, Deerfield, Oneida County....”

 

Likely from the press of Asahel Seward and William Williams, pioneering printers 
in the region and publishers of the Farmer’s Calendar, or Utica Almanack... during 
this period.  Unsurprisingly, this ephemeral document is not located by OCLC 
and is not recorded in any known references.  $500.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM39569/new-york-state-broadside/for-sale-3-farms-in-the-town-of-frankfort-and-county-of-herkimer-caption-title
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM39569/new-york-state-broadside/for-sale-3-farms-in-the-town-of-frankfort-and-county-of-herkimer-caption-title


 Firsthand Account of the Seminole War

22. [Potter, Woodburne]: THE WAR IN FLORIDA: BEING AN EXPO-
SITION OF ITS CAUSES, AND AN ACCURATE HISTORY OF THE 
CAMPAIGNS OF GENERALS CLINCH, GAINES AND SCOTT...By a 
Late Staff Officer. Baltimore: Lewis and Coleman, 1836. viii,184pp. plus three 
folding maps. Original blindstamped cloth. Spine slightly faded. Minor foxing, 
several map tears neatly repaired. Very good.

A significant history of the Seminole War, by a participant.  “Unsparingly critical 
of Jackson, Jesup and the Secretary of War” – Howes.  The maps are “A Map of 
the Seat of War in Florida, 1836”; plans of the “Battle and Massacre Ground of 
Major Dade and Command  Dec. 28th, 1835”; and “Camp Izard on the Ouithla-
coochee River  Feb. 29, 1836.”  Potter was a former United States military officer 
who was wounded at Camp Izard.
CLARK III:225. HOWES P515, “aa.” STREETER SALE 1236. SABIN 64673. 
FIELD 548, 1628. SERVIES 1902.  $3000.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM43663A/woodburne-potter/the-war-in-florida-being-an-exposition-of-its-causes-and-an-accurate-history-of-the-campaigns-of
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM43663A/woodburne-potter/the-war-in-florida-being-an-exposition-of-its-causes-and-an-accurate-history-of-the-campaigns-of


 Inscribed by FDR, Charting the Way out of the Great Depression

23. Roosevelt, Franklin D.: LOOKING FORWARD. [with:] ON OUR WAY.
New York: John Day, 1933, 1934. 279,[1]; xiv,300,[1]pp. Original blue publisher’s 
cloth, gilt. Light soiling to cloth of first title. Both jackets clipped at corners, 
some minor chipping and a few small tears. Both internally fresh and clean, with 
presentation inscription by the author on front fly leaf and bookplate on each 
front pastedown. Very good in a very good dust jacket, and near fine in a very 
good dust jacket. Housed together in a custom blue cloth slipcase, cloth chemise 
with leather label for each volume.

First edition of each title, both inscribed to Frederick Holbein at Christmas by 
Roosevelt the year each was published.  In Looking Forward the newly inaugurated 
president reflects on the events leading to the Great Depression and the way for-
ward out of the crisis.  On Our Way is the sequel volume, presenting Roosevelt’s 
personal account of the first year of his administration and the ideals of the New 
Deal.  Looking Forward is a fifth printing, while On Our Way appears to be a first 
printing.  $6500.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM47216/franklin-d-roosevelt/looking-forward-with-on-our-way
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM47216/franklin-d-roosevelt/looking-forward-with-on-our-way
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM47216/franklin-d-roosevelt/looking-forward-with-on-our-way
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM47216/franklin-d-roosevelt/looking-forward-with-on-our-way


 FDR Transfers Federal Employees

24. Roosevelt, Franklin D.: [TYPED LETTER, SIGNED BY FRANKLIN 
D. ROOSEVELT, TO THE FEDERAL EMERGENCY ADMINISTRATOR 
OF PUBLIC WORKS, REGARDING PERSONNEL]. Washington. December 
6, 1938. [1]p. Folio. Old folds. Minor soiling. Near fine.

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt writes to Harold L. Ickes, Administrator 
of Public Works, regarding a transfer of four employees to that agency, with 
their former and future positions and salaries listed.  The four men in question, 
transferred from various departments and agencies, were all to become Engineer 
Inspectors for the Public Works Administration.  The Public Works Administration 
was a New Deal agency created in 1933, in an attempt to stimulate the economy 
with the construction of large-scale public infrastructure projects, such as dams 
and bridges.  It was closed in 1939, with the advent of World War II.  $1250.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM43525/franklin-d-roosevelt/typed-letter-signed-by-franklin-d-roosevelt-to-the-federal-emergency-administrator-of-public
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM43525/franklin-d-roosevelt/typed-letter-signed-by-franklin-d-roosevelt-to-the-federal-emergency-administrator-of-public


 A Presidential Appointment

25. Roosevelt, Theodore: Taft, William Howard: [PRINTED DOCUMENT, 
SIGNED BY THEODORE ROOSEVELT AND WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT, 
APPOINTING EDGAR RUSSEL AS MAJOR IN THE SIGNAL CORPS].
Washington. December 20, 1904. Printed document, 19½ x 15¾ inches, completed 
in manuscript, mounted and framed to 24½ x 20½ inches. Minor soiling. Near fine.

Attractive engraved broadside, completed in manuscript and signed by President 
Theodore Roosevelt and Secretary of War William Howard Taft, appointing 
Edgar Russel to the rank of major in the Signal Corps.  With the embossed seal 
of the War Department at the bottom, and contemporary docketing near the top 
edge.  After serving as Roosevelt’s Secretary of War, Taft would be elected to the 
presidency himself in 1909.  Very nice, mounted and framed for display.
 $2000.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM43456/theodore-taft-roosevelt-william-howard/printed-document-signed-by-theodore-roosevelt-and-william-howard-taft-appointing-edgar-russel-as
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM43456/theodore-taft-roosevelt-william-howard/printed-document-signed-by-theodore-roosevelt-and-william-howard-taft-appointing-edgar-russel-as


 A Poorly Received Eulogy for a Revolutionary General

26. Smith, William: AN ORATION IN MEMORY OF GENERAL MONT-
GOMERY, AND OF THE OFFICERS AND SOLDIERS WHO FELL WITH 
HIM, DECEMBER 31, 1775. BEFORE QUEBEC.... Belfast: Reprinted, by 
James Magee, 1776. 48pp. Modern paper boards, printed label. Small area of 
worming at fore-edge, slightly affecting text, reinforced with tissue on final leaves. 
Light dust soiling and foxing. Good plus.

Scarce Irish imprint of this funeral oration for Gen. Richard Montgomery and 
other soldiers who died at Quebec in the climactic battle of the Americans’ failed 
campaign to take Canada in 1775.  The speech, delivered by William Smith, an 
Anglican minister in Philadelphia who harbored Revolutionary sentiments but who 
also hoped for the possibility of reconciliation, was not well received by Americans, 
but was widely read here and in Great Britain.  It was reprinted several times on 
both sides of the Atlantic, including this Belfast edition by Irish publisher James 
Magee.  “The Congress was so annoyed with some of the things Smith said in 
this Oration that it refused to vote him their thanks” – Adams.
AMERICAN CONTROVERSY 76-143e. AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE 228h. 
ESTC T180840. SABIN 84640.  $750.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54044/william-smith/an-oration-in-memory-of-general-montgomery-and-of-the-officers-and-soldiers-who-fell-with-him
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54044/william-smith/an-oration-in-memory-of-general-montgomery-and-of-the-officers-and-soldiers-who-fell-with-him


 The First, and Still Best, Account of the Mier Expedition

27. Stapp, William Preston: THE PRISONERS OF PEROTE: CONTAIN-
ING A JOURNAL KEPT BY THE AUTHOR, WHO WAS CAPTURED BY 
THE MEXICANS, AT MIER, DECEMBER 25, 1842, AND RELEASED 
FROM PEROTE, MAY 16, 1844. Philadelphia: G.B. Zieber and Company, 
1845. 164pp. 12mo. Original printed wrappers. Wrappers spotted, worn at edges, 
neatly torn halfway up the front joint. Scattered light foxing. Very good. In a 
folding cardboard case.

The most readable and reliable eyewitness account of the Mier Expedition.  Stapp 
joined the Texas forces in October 1842 and was one of the members of the Texas 
expedition against Mier.  Stapp and his cohorts were taken prisoner in 1842, forced 
to march from the Rio Grande to Mexico City, and released in 1844.  His nar-
rative includes a chronology of events in Texas from 1836 to 1842, and accounts 
of the Dawson Massacre and the Vasquez and Woll expeditions.  “This was the 
first book to appear on the Mier Expedition; it is still one of the best” – Jenkins.
HOWES S891, “aa.” BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 197. DOBIE, p.58. GRAFF, FIFTY 
TEXAS RARITIES 27. GRAFF 3949. RAINES, p.194. SABIN 90483. STREETER 
TEXAS 1610. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 87 (note).  $1500.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM13082/william-preston-stapp/the-prisoners-of-perote-containing-a-journal-kept-by-the-author-who-was-captured-by-the-mexicans-at
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM13082/william-preston-stapp/the-prisoners-of-perote-containing-a-journal-kept-by-the-author-who-was-captured-by-the-mexicans-at


 Privately Printed

28. Walker, Platt B.: SKETCH OF THE EVENTS OF A HUNT IN SOUTH-
WESTERN TEXAS. [N.p. N.d., 1907]. Unpaginated, [46]pp. Illustrated with 
twelve plates from photographs. Stitched. Titlepage verso with repair along spine, 
else very good. In a morocco-backed slipcase and chemise.

Privately printed account of a Texas hunt, in late December 1906 and early January 
1907, out of Houston, organized by oilman John S. Bonner, dedicatee of the book; 
J.D. Fry, B. & O. Railroad; J.C. Weaver, Dallas engineer & “machinery man”; J.F. 
McDonough, Murray Manufacturing, Dallas; R.H. Nevitt, trusted lieutenant of 
McDonough.  The party travelled by rail from Houston to Victoria and thence by 
wagon and pony towards the coast, to the lands of the “Rathbone Sporting Club.”  
This was the fourth annual outing of the club formed by Capt. Harry Rathbone, 
Bonner, Weaver, Fry, and friends, including Henry Crawford and Billy Lanier, 
who were already at the tent camp.  They hunted deer, prairie chicken, duck, 
and geese, with incidental forays after squirrel and fishing for crab for the pot.

The seventh member of the club, Joe Johnson, southwestern representative of 
Westinghouse, joined the party for a time.  They met with rancher T.P. Traynor 
and one of the duck shoots occurred at his pond; the goose hunt took place at 
Green Lake.

Lanier was official toddy maker, and all told stories of alligators, stampedes, and 
other matters.  Weaver was official photographer, and one of the plates captures 
the author, Walker, among the camp tents, with Spanish moss hanging in heavy 
clusters from the trees.  The narrative is clearly written and engaging.  No copies 
are listed in OCLC, and we can find no records of any other copies in the market.  
Rare.  $4500.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54734/platt-b-walker/sketch-of-the-events-of-a-hunt-in-southwestern-texas
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54734/platt-b-walker/sketch-of-the-events-of-a-hunt-in-southwestern-texas


 With Two Eulogies of Washington and His Farewell Address
 

29. [Washington, George]: PUBLIC EXPRESSIONS OF GRIEF, 
FOR THE DEATH OF GENERAL GEORGE WASHINGTON, 
AT DORCHESTER. [Charlestown, Ma.: Printed by Samuel 
Ethridge, 1800]. 6,[2],[7]-22,[2],16,30pp. Modern half calf and 
marbled boards, gilt leather label. Some light foxing. Very good.

 

A rare work, printing two eulogies to George Washington, along 
with Washington’s Farewell Address.  The first six pages comprise 
the order of ceremonies for mourning President Washington, to 
be held on February 22, 1800 in Dorchester.  The first eulogy, by 
Oliver Everett, is titled An Eulogy on General George Washington, 
Who Died on the 14th of Dec. 1799. Pronounced at Dorchester, Feb. 
22, 1800.  It is complete with its own titlepage, and was also issued 
separately, according to Evans.  The second title is A Discourse, 
Delivered at Dorchester, Dec. 29, 1799. Being the Lord’s Day After 
Hearing the Distressing Intelligence of the Death of General George 
Washington... by Thaddeus Mason Harris.  It also has a titlepage 
and was issued separately.  This printing of the Farewell Address 
was not published separately, but seems to have been printed to 

be issued with the two orations.  Only a handful of copies listed in ESTC.
ESTC W17041. EVANS 37332, 38349, 38985. STILLWELL, WASHINGTON 
EULOGIES 78, 101.  $1500.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54566/george-washington/public-expressions-of-grief-for-the-death-of-general-george-washington-at-dorchester
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54566/george-washington/public-expressions-of-grief-for-the-death-of-general-george-washington-at-dorchester
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54566/george-washington/public-expressions-of-grief-for-the-death-of-general-george-washington-at-dorchester


 West Designs Coinage

30. West, Benjamin: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM PAINTER 
BENJAMIN WEST TO SIR STEPHEN COTTRELL, REGARDING A 
MEETING WITH A COMMITTEE OF LORDS AND MEMBERS OF 
THE ROYAL ACADEMY TO REVIEW DRAWINGS AND MODELS FOR 
BRITISH COINAGE]. [London]. December 18, 1798. [1]p. Quarto. Old folds. 
Slightly later two-line note on verso. Two tiny holes in upper blank margin, not 
affecting text. Fine.

An interesting letter from the great American-born artist, Benjamin West, regard-
ing drawings and models created for British coins.  Benjamin West (1738-1820) 
was born in Springfield, Pennsylvania, and studied art in America and Italy be-
fore moving to England permanently in 1763.  West was a founder of the Royal 
Academy and its second president (following Sir Joshua Reynolds, and serving in 
that capacity from 1792 until his death), became “History Painter to the King” 
in 1772, and was commissioned by George III to execute some sixty paintings 
between 1768 and 1801.  The text of the letter reads:

“Sir, I take the first opportunity to make known to you that I am in town, and 
will (agreeable to the wishes expressed in your letter of the 13th instant) wait on 
the committee of Lords at their office tomorrow, with the committee of the Royal 
Academy at 12 o’clock, and lay before their Lordships the several drawings, and 
models, placed in my hands for that purpose, and for fashioning the future coin-
age.  I have the honour to be, sir, your most obedient, and obliged Benj. West.”

Not much is known of Sir Stephen Cottrell, but he appears to have been a member 
of the British Board of Trade and also involved in British naval and commercial 
affairs, especially English fishing interests in Newfoundland, later in his life.  
Manuscript letters from Benjamin West are rare.  $2500.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM37197/benjamin-west/autograph-letter-signed-from-painter-benjamin-west-to-sir-stephen-cottrell-regarding-a-meeting
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM37197/benjamin-west/autograph-letter-signed-from-painter-benjamin-west-to-sir-stephen-cottrell-regarding-a-meeting


Please note:  In compliance with the sales tax requirements of the following jurisdictions, 
as of October 1, 2021, William Reese Company will collect and remit appropriate sales 
taxes on purchases originating in Connecticut, California, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New 
York, Pennsylvania, Texas, and the District of Columbia.  Exceptions will include tax-exempt 
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